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6x30’ in HD 

Katrina Hobbs takes audiences on a skiing and 
boarding journey of the outstandingly beautiful and 
pristine ski fields of New Zealand.  
 

A show that provides not only the skiing thrills, it also 
delivers the stunning alpine scenery that New Zealand 
is so famous for.  
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Episodes 
 

1. TEKAPO – this episode profiles the Mackenzie country, a winter playground surrounded by glacial blue lakes and crisp white snow.  
Our presenter Katrina, visits an Alpine Spring Spa which also boasts an ice rink and ice tubing.  Find out all about Sir Edmund Hilary and  
the  Ngai Tahu legend of the creation of Aoraki Mt Cook using state of the art computer animation.   

 
2. METHVEN/MT HUTT – Katrina drives the spectacular road up to the  Mt Hutt Ski Field for  a lesson and complete snow 
experience.   Then heads back to Methven checks out a couple of accommodation options and pampers herself at a beautiful villa. Katrina  
gets a view of the area from a bicycle, samples the local coffee and experiences the unique retail therapy at Primo Cafe .   
 
3.         QUEENSTOWN  - on the shores of Lake Wakatipu, surrounded by stunning alpine scenery.  It’s a winter playground with a choice 
of world class resorts for skiing and boarding.  There’s countless restaurants, cool cocktails and steaming hot pools.  Katrina plays frisbie 
golf with the locals,  has a drink at the Minus 5 Icebar, and experiences a 5 star back packers. 
 
4. WANAKA – we take you skiing and riding around Wanaka, Central Otago, set against the pristine alpine backdrop of Mount 
Aspiring National Park at the foot of the Southern Alps. Experience  Snowpark, a freestyle playground for skiiers and snowboarders alike. 
Then its off to Lime Tree Lodge for some luxury accommodation and Heli Sking.  Its an action packed episode with a classic plane flight, 
more accommodation options and end the day at the Iconic Cardrona Hotel. 
 
5. SELWYN – Katrina takes up the challenge of the  six Canterbury Club Fields including Temple Basin, Craigeburn, Broken River, 
and relaxes at a Ski Field Lodge .  On the way home she stops at the famous Bealey Hotel then heads back to Christchurch to spend some 
time and money at the  Christchurch Casino. 
 
6. RUAPEHU –  Katrina arrives in the North Island city of Rotorua and heads off to see some kiwis, an ancient Tuatara and has an 
exhilarating ride with Huka Jets. Then its off to  Ruapehu to ski Turoa and   
Whakapapa, and overnight at a Chateau on the mountain.   
Katrina gets to compete in a gumboot throwing competition in  
Taihape ,  shoot some clay pigeons and is a guest in a Hunting Lodge. 
 

 


